
Reading - Supporting and 
Learning Together

Year 5 and Year 6



What will be covered?

• Reading and the curriculum
• How reading is taught in UKS2
• Reading skills
• Year group expectations
• Year groups texts
• Lesson 
• How reading is embedded across the curriculum
• Resources
• Help at home
• Questions



Why is it important?
• Reading from a young age develops children’s awareness of 

sounds (giving opportunity to apply their phonics knowledge) 
as well as introducing them to new words and phrases.

• As the child’s level of fluency progresses, reading can have a 
huge impact on their education and social development:

- develops their vocabulary further (this filters through into 
their writing)

- develops their listening skills

- encourages children to engage with the world around them

- improves social skills

- develops a security in comprehending what they are 
reading and what is going on around them



How is reading taught in UKS2?

• Shared reading is taught three times a week

• Each week, the lessons will focus around a 
specific reading skill

• The same text is used for the whole class and 
is linked to the current topic

• Teaching pattern: whole class, partner/paired 
approach and finishing with independent 
work

• Test preparation approach



Reading Skills



Reading Skills



Year 5 and 6 reading expectations

Word reading



Comprehension



Comprehension



Comprehension



Texts in UKS2



What does a lesson look like?

• Typically split into the following areas:

- warm-up (introduce/recap the reading skill)

- adult and child led reading of the text

- analysis of the question stems

- application of reading skill



Lesson

• A further focus for reading in UKS2 is test 
preparation

• We embed these skills into every shared 
reading session



Lesson – word meaning

• Collaborate

• Distorted

• Meticulously

The two children agreed to 
collaborate on the project.

The odd camera angled 
distorted the picture of the 
castle.

Jane meticulously planned 
the trip to ensure nothing 
could go wrong.





How is reading embedded in the 
curriculum?

• Encourage reading across all subjects, e.g. 
Science, History, RE etc…

• Half-termly rewards

• Book week

• Library visits



How to help at home?

• Positively promote any reading!

• Read aloud yourself

• Discuss the book – use the reading skill starters

• Ask questions – use the reading skill starters

• Games



Questions?

Thank you for your continued 
support.


